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Town of Middlebury 
Energy Committee Meeting Minutes 

Wednesday, October 21st, 2020 
 
 

Present via Zoom: Howard Widelitz, Richard Hopkins, Steve Maier, Van Barth, Lisa Bernardin, 
Liv Herdman, Ross Conrad, Diane Munroe, Lindsey Fuentes-George 
 
Meeting started at 9:02 a.m. 
 
Review and Approval of previous minutes: 
There were no amendments to the previous meeting’s minutes. Ross motioned to approve, 
Richard seconded and all who voted approved. Lindsey abstained. 
 
Carbon Dioxide Reduction Goals: 
Richard started off with a summary of the last month’s actions which involved meeting with 
the Selectboard, Infrastructure Committee and Public Works staff. Howard, Richard and Ross 
presented to Selectboard on September 22nd, with the updated request for 80% reduction in 
municipal carbon dioxide emissions over 10 years. Richard said that the discussion with the 
board was lively. Some members expressed support and others were neutral. The section on 
reducing diesel emissions through biodiesel and electric vehicles was the part of the plan that 
raised the most skepticism.  
 
Howard, Richard and Ross met with Bill Kernan to discuss options for diesel emissions 
reductions. Richard noted that Bill seemed to be engaged and willing to help with achieving 
these goals. Most of the diesel equipment owned by Town is rated between 20%-30% 
biodiesel, meaning that running them entirely on biodiesel is not feasible as is. Reducing 
emissions therefore requires replacing equipment. As part of the Volkswagen emissions 
scandal settlement, the state of Vermont has $25 million to delegate towards diesel 
efficiency programs. Ross suggested that the MEC should reach out to the Selectboard and 
seek approval to apply for funding through this program by November 2nd. Howard mentioned 
the grant applies to the Town’s diesel vehicles that are between Class 4 and Class 8, which do 
not have viable electric replacements. Diane said that conversions to hybrid are still possible. 
Howard asked if there are places in Vermont that could perform this type of work on large 
diesel vehicles. Diane said she would reach out to the Clean Cities Coalition and ask. Richard 
will go back to Selectboard in December with more information about biodiesel. 
 
In addition to biodiesel, another large piece of the carbon dioxide emissions plan is a digester 
for the Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP). At a recent Infrastructure Committee meeting, 
Steve pushed for more information about the methane capture abilities of a digester and the 
effect that would have on total emissions. Howard, Richard and Van met with Dan Werner 
earlier this month regarding possible adjustment to the WWTP consulting contract with Tata 
and Howard. Richard developed a list of questions to be passed along to Dexter at Tata & 
Howard. Dan reviewed the proposed questions and he believes most of them should be 
relatively easy for the consultants to answer. The revised questions have been sent along to 
Kathleen Ramsay. 
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Howard said that he would like this whole process to have more detailed structure and better 
organization. There are a lot of parts within this overall plan and there should be a document 
where this is all laid out clearly.  
 
Richard said that the Selectboard will hopefully vote on this in December and that it is 
possible the plan could be announced at Town Meeting in March.  
 
Community Engagement: 
Howard brought up that the MEC has been heavily focused on municipal improvements and 
has not given much attention to residential buildings. There are campaigns such as Button Up 
that reach out to residents, raise awareness about energy efficiency and provide resources. 
The Committee also has $2,000 that could be used for mailings or outreach efforts for 
residents. Steve is hesitant about using Committee funds for the outreach efforts since he 
says that the barrier is not information but rather money. Even if residents are aware of the 
issues and opportunities, only a few would take action. He has experienced these issues 
before with CEAC outreach and believes there is a small return on time invested. Howard said 
it is still worth looking into and determining whether these efforts would be worthwhile. 
 
Biodiesel: 
Ross noted that most of the biodiesel information was brought up earlier in the meeting. The 
Town is considering purchasing a 500 gallon tank for biodiesel, which is what they estimate 
would be needed. Ross asked whether the MEC should consider using some of its funds to help 
with the cost of the tank.  
 
Richard said that there are three steps for diesel: converting vehicles to b20, committing to 
purchasing vehicles that can burn high percentages of biodiesel and converting to electric 
where possible. Vehicles are replaced on a 7 year scheduled so every vehicle will be replaced 
at least once during this ten year plan. 
 
Energy efficiency within schools: 
Lisa spoke again with Bruce MacIntire from MUHS. The master plan for the schools does 
include energy efficiency. Bruce said that there has been a lot of delay with projects due to 
Covid-19 and that he would like to work on these further with Lisa in January. So far he has 
been making easy upgrades with LED lights. The school is currently heated with natural gas 
and Bruce is working on adjusting thermostat settings and controlling the heating based on 
occupancy times. Bruce is supportive of solar parking canopies, rooftop solar and electric 
vehicle charging stations. Ross suggested that the school might benefit from a net-metering 
agreement with a company such as Green-Lantern. 
 
Internships: 
Diane told the MEC that the College will be having J-term online and there will be fewer 
teachers than normal years. She is concerned that there will not be enough slots for students 
and that many will have to do internships. She proposed having an intern assist with some of 
the work the MEC has been doing. She suggested an intern could help with community 
outreach and Ross suggested they could help with long term emissions planning. Steve has 
already submitted an internship slot for CEAC. Liv said she could get in touch with professors 
that she knows to see if any of them would be willing to serve as academic advisors for 
interns.  
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Other news: 
Liv has been updating the MEC’s databases with recent invoices. By January, the MEC will 
have three years of department invoices to analyze. 
 
 
Richard motioned to adjourn, Ross seconded and all voted in favor. The meeting adjourned at 
10:29 a.m. 
 


